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How to select development
interventions (assets, policies)?
• Even if just a few interventions, the number of
combinations is large
• How can we identify the most promising
combinations (‘portfolios’) of projects to
support decision-making?
• Based on what criteria should we select them?
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Banzaf: Objective or multi-objective

Challenges of CBA:
How to account for …
• ‘‘secondary’’ benefits associated with
Keynesian multiplier effects
• ‘‘intangible’’ goods such as recreation and
wilderness conservation
• distributional effects of water projects
(political ramifications) … aggregate vs. neutral
efficiency
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Monetised benefits represent
aggregate efficiency
“Whereas maximizing net benefits is compelling for the
decisions of individual agents, extending it to social
decision making constitutes a moral leap of faith.
To maximize net benefits for social decisions, it is
necessary to add the benefits and costs experienced by
different people.
A water-related decision will typically aid some people
while harming others, or at least aid them to differying
degress. How are the different people to be weighed?”
Ron Griffin, 2006, Water Resources Economics

Cont.
Expressed so as to underscore the importance of
the matter, does a $100 benefit to one person
offset a $100 loss to another?
– (If so, a public policy that benefits one faction
$1,000,001 while costing another faction
$1,000,000 is a good policy.)
– What if one is a poor person and the other is rich?
Does it matter if the loser is the poor person or the
rich one?
Ron Griffin, 2006, Water Resources Economics
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• If the total available water is W, then
aggregate economic efficiency requires that
person A receive WA units of water and that
person B gets WB.
• The reason B gets more is that B values the
same units of water more highly than does
person A.
• But does B value water more highly than A
because that individual has a greater
preference for water or a greater income?

Ron Griffin, 2006, Water Resources Economics

• If the total available water is W, then
aggregate economic efficiency requires that
person A receive WA units of water and that
person B gets WB.
• The reason B gets more is that B values the
same units of water more highly than does
person A.
• But does B value water more highly than A
because that individual has a greater
preference for water or a greater income?

While it seems compelling for optimal allocations to
respond to relative preferences for water, weighting
people by their relative incomes is more tenuous, ethically
speaking
Ron Griffin, 2006, Water Resources Economics
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Neutral vs. aggregate efficiency
• Neutral economic efficiency, referred to in
economics as Pareto optimality, declines to assign
relative weights to different agents or agent
classes (even an equal weight)
• Rather than finding a single efficient allocation of
resources, neutral efficiency emphasizes a range
of allocations that are efficient
• Formally, neutral economic efficiency is
determined by maximizing the net benefits
received by one agent subject to an arbitrary
level of required net benefits for other agents

A large range of allocations now are
‘optimal’, so how to allocate?
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Example of neutral or ‘Pareto’ efficiency:
Buying a house
Each point
represents a
house on sale

Distance
to work

Cost

Buying a house
Distance
to work
far

close

Best
performance

cheap

expensive

Cost
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Buying a house
Distance
to work

Least-cost solution

Cost

Best (‘Pareto-optimal’) set of houses
Distance
to work
The best
(Non-dominated)

Not the best
(Dominated)

Cost
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Trade-off curve
Distance
to work
Best solutions define a
trade-off curve

Cost

Pareto-efficient choices
reveal a trade-off
Trade-offs are
• Intuitive way to make decisions
• Allow balancing benefits
• Support transparent assessment when
multiple metrics of performance matter
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Proposed Approach
1. Use system impact models to track multiple
engineering, environmental, and economic
performance metrics which encapsulate benefits
to a wide variety of users
2. Link impact model to search engine, ,to identify
the most efficient portfolios of proposed
interventions
Embed this within a participatory approach, where
stakeholders
 collaboratively define metrics
 deliberate trade-offs

Application to water resources
1. Impact model = river basin simulator
a) Track flows and storage within existing and
new water infrastructure
b) Track multiple metrics of system
performance
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a) Water resource system
interdependencies
hydrological
inflow

municipal
supply
irrigated land

fishery

navigation

riparian
habitat

b) Example performance metrics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital costs
Energy & operating costs
Vulnerability
Resilience
Reliability
Ecology
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2. Search for best plans
• Link system model to
multi-criteria search
• Search for best plans
(arrows)
• Present trade-off (red
points)

Each point represents
an asset package

Application to planning London’s water
supply systems

Demand
management options
Active Leakage
Control
Pipe repair campaign
Enhanced Efficiency
Improvements
Installation of Smart
Meters
Seasonal Tariffs

Which possible supply and demand options? At what capacity?
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Water system simulation model

Many-objective search
6 Objectives
• Capital cost – Cost of implementing new supply and demand options
• Supply deficit – Average annual experienced by London WRZ
• Supply resilience – Maximum duration of failure (LTCD Demand Level 3)
• Supply reliability – Frequency of failures (LTCD Demand Level 3)
• Eco-deficit – Difference between natural and simulated low flows
• Energy cost – Annual average (new and existing options)

Constraints
• Levels of Service, Mutual exclusivity of certain schemes
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Single and two objective optimization

Proof of concept output
using preliminary data

Can we consider more dimensions?

Spouse: “I also want to optimise for area and distance to school,
and I want to know if houses have gardens and garages!”
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Many objectives – trade-off surface
Cloud of nondominated houses
(considering
4 objectives) builds
a trade-off surface

Visualizing trade-off surface

Adding 3rd dimension
- Area
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Visualizing trade-off surface

Visualizing trade-off surface
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Adding 4th
dimension

Exploring
optimal
solutions
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Exploring
optimal
solutions

Single and two objective optimization

Proof of concept output
using preliminary data
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Many objectives

Many alternative solutions

HH

Adding Supply deficit as “depth”

H
H
HH

H
H
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Six objective trade-offs

What options do I select
to achieve these levels of
performance?
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Here we do the same search, but consider
performance over 88 different plausible
futures …
• Climate change:
11 Hydrology flows scenarios (using Future Flows1 from
NRFA)
– Not a reconstruction of past hydrology

• Socio-economic:
2 Demand projection and
2 Energy prices scenarios
• Institutional:
2 Sustainability reductions scenarios
• 88 possible combinations
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Where are specific investment options located in the
performance trade-off space?

• The efficient portfolios found by searching with only historical conditions (left) recommend a
range of options (do nothing, reservoir, transfer) whilst the search process which considered
many plausible futures (right) shows only the reservoir option is robust.
• Both solution sets show two distinct fronts created by the implementation of London’s Pipe
repair campaign, which implies higher capital but lower operating (energy) costs.

1. Koshi hydro-energy system design
How can the Koshi
basin help efficiently
address Nepal’s energy
deficit whilst
minimising
environmental
impacts?
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Hydropower development in Nepal’s Koshi
Basin

Each point represents the performance of a set of proposed dams
and their associated operating rules

Environmental flow failures
(no. of occurrences)

1200

Capital investment (US$m)
6500

0
Ideal solution
(unobtainable)

0
0

10000
Total Annual Generation (GWh)

The environmental impact of
Further hydropower
generation strongly increases
beyond this point; perhaps
this is a clever production
level to stop at?
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2. Tana River, Kenya: potential new dams
1. Upgrade Kindaruma
(44MW to 72MW); add
Karura plant (60MW)
2. Raise crest of Masinga
dam
3. High Grand Falls dam
(500MW)

3. New dams on the Blue Nile?
How do new dams
in Ethiopia impact
Sudan, Egypt?
What new dam
sizes and operating
patterns are
acceptable to
downstream
countries?
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4. Investment in
water supply
infrastructure in
Eastern England

Proposed options
modelled in simulator
•
•
•
•

5 desalination options
5 reuse options
2 reservoir options
1 artificial recharge
scheme
• 2 transfers from
existing reservoir
• 38 unique supply to
demand transfer links
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The future …
Choosing scheduled interventions
(pathways!)
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Conclusions
• Trade-off analysis is a new and pragmatic approach for
choosing portfolios of interventions in real-world
systems (where impacts can be simulated)
• Enables evaluating trade-offs between various measures
of benefits – this allows seeking neutral or ‘Pareto’
efficiency (addresses limitation of CBA)

• Robust search can be used for systems under uncertainty
• Aids negotiation, decision-making and understanding
the implications of new investments in complex hydroecological-economic systems
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